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Data. Automation. Digital transformation.
Cloud. The Internet of Everything... all are
forces that help organisations transform the
way they do business, and the pace of change
is relentless.
But how do you address the requirements of your
business when the technology is moving faster than
the capability of your people?

We provide you with the people and capabilities you
require and the ability to control costs, as part of a fixedcost multi-year agreement – delivering you certainty
over the longer term. Our workforce-as-a-solution
engagements scale to meet the demands of your
everyday ICT requirements, while also providing the
flexibility to better manage your risk and achieve the
outcomes you seek.

• Control your contractor workforce costs and ensure
budget certainty?

As a true partner, we will work alongside you every step of
the way – managing costs, providing regular reports and
ensuring the continuity of your resources - helping reduce
your risk and optimise your outcomes.

• Increase your headcount to meet the demands
of growth?

Let our “workforce-as-a-solution” services bring your
organisational vision to life contact us today

• Perhaps you need to uplift the skills of your team?

• Or obtain the right expertise to achieve a milestone?
Whatever business or ICT challenge you are currently
facing, a Service Partnership with Viiew can help.

Harness the power of our Service Partnership
Our Service Partnerships are tailored to meet your
particular and ongoing ICT capability needs.
We will work in partnership with you to understand and
analyse your requirements, and work with you to provide
a complete program to achieve your strategic objectives
within your elected timeframe.

Do you need help with…?
• Data
• Digital transformation
• Security
• Infrastructure
• Project solutions
• Business transformation

About us
Together we do great things
Viiew is a division of NTT Ltd. and specialise in workforceas-a-solution services, allowing clients the flexibility to
augment or strengthen their team with a specialised
workforce who offer deep experience and expertise in
digital, data, security, infrastructure, project solutions and
business transformation. Our highly experienced and
skilled teams are supported by extensive training and
enablement, ongoing technical assessments and our
global network as part of NTT Ltd.
All team members of Viiew are selected for the depth of
their knowledge and experience in their particular field, as
well as their professionalism and ability to integrate into
our client’s workplace environment. To ensure the best

match, we encourage clients to be involved in selecting
their Viiew consultants.
NTT Ltd. is a global technology services company bringing
together the expertise of leaders in the field, including
NTT Communications, Dimension Data, and NTT Security.
We partner with organizations around the world to shape
and achieve outcomes through intelligent technology
solutions. For us, intelligent means data driven,
connected, digital, and secure. As a global ICT provider, we
employ more than 40,000 people in a diverse and dynamic
workplace, and deliver services in over 200 countries and
regions. Together we enable the connected future. Visit us
at our new website hello.global.ntt

